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Introduction

Non-interferometric optical diffraction tomography is a recently developed

label-free computational microscopy technique that retrieves high-

resolution three-dimensional (3D) refractive index (RI) distribution of

biological specimens from intensity-only measurements. Recently, we

demonstrated that the 3D complex function is always half-space analytic

under arbitrary illumination, implying that the imaginary components can

be retrieved from the real component by taking a 3D half-space filter in

the Fourier domain. However, it required coherent illumination and large

series of intensity images stacks to reconstruct the 3D RI distribution by

introducing the additional axial scanning under each illumination angle,

which was both time-consuming and heavy-laden for the data acquisition

process. Apart from this, it is hard to apply and choose a Fourier filter

region for each intensity stack spectrum obtained under different

illumination angles.

To further improve imaging speed, and make the existing technique

more simple we report a new non-interferometric 3D microscopy

technique termed transport of intensity diffraction tomography with

parallel aperture synthesis (PAS-TIDT) in partially coherent illumination.

In our method, each light-emitting diode (LED) element is placed in an

annular ring shape on LED array providing oblique illumination geometry

that precisely matches the objective’s numerical aperture (matched

annular illumination condition), and a through-focus intensity images

stack is captured by illuminating the sample from all directions

simultaneously. In order to reconstruct the high-resolution RI distribution,

3D half-plan Fourier filtering is then applied to 3D intensity spectrum.

Concurrent illumination makes it possible to reduce the data acquisition

time for the 3D RI reconstruction by utilizing PAS-TIDT technique.

Experimental results suggest that our proposed method is an effective

technique to investigate the subcellular level of biological cells.

Results

Conclusion

In summary, we introduce PAS-TIDT, a new non-interferometric ODT

technique in order to reconstruct 3D RI distribution of specimens. Only

101 intensity images stack under matched annular illumination were

captured and synthesized in Fourier domain to reconstruct the 3D RI

distribution. With the proposed parallel aperture synthesis strategy, we
have reduced the system’s data requirement over 120×, which not only

relieves the burden on storage but also achieves computational

acceleration of 3D tomographic reconstruction. Experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed method has an excellent performance in

the reconstruction of 3D RI distribution of biological specimens. We

believe that PAS-TIDT technique has the potential to advance its

widespread applications in biomedical community.
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▪ The RI distribution of a sample is contained within its scattering 

potential, which can be defined as:

▪ The measured intensity stack can be expressed as:
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